Community Meeting Questionnaire

We are not asking for a vote on one alternative, but input on favorite things about each!

What are your favorite elements and events to be combined into the preferred plan?

**ALTERNATIVE 1**  
DOUBLE HELIX  
- community gardens  
- nature play with nearby shelter  
- perched gathering lawn at Clubhouse with concrete steps  
- orienteering  
- tower  
- fishing pier, boat dock  
- floating boardwalk  
- off leash area at old tennis courts

**ALTERNATIVE 2**  
FLOODPLAIN  
- interpretive signage  
- boardwalk  
- play area by Clubhouse  
- concrete bands and boardwalks  
- wildlife observation platform  
- gathering terrace at Clubhouse  
- informal amphitheater  
- integrated artwork  
- seasonally mown desire paths

**ALTERNATIVE 3**  
MEANDER  
- off leash area  
- kayak beach upgrade  
- sculptural play structure by Clubhouse  
- play structure and shelter by beach  
- boardwalk over creek and wetland  
- large events lawn at Clubhouse  
- new fishing pier

What is your favorite element? What events would you like to see here?